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Source: FTC Privacy report (2012)



“Original Lists”



“Data Appends”

How should these products be priced?



Selling Information: Theory
Information = input into a (strategic) decision problem

Inherently multidimensional (e.g., cookies, credit scores)

Initial information & preferences  optimal use of 
additional information (“production technology”)

Only valuable if it changes optimal actions (Blackwell)



Selling Information: Implications
Profitable versioning: buyers value different dimensions

“Damaged goods” to low-value buyers

Peculiarity of information: buyers with lowest 
willingness to pay also have very specific preferences 

E.g., very aggressive lenders are interested in very 
negative information only



Equifax “Undisclosed Debt Monitoring”



Optimal Menu—Data Only
The Design and Price of Information 
(Bergemann, Bonatti and Smolin, 2017)

Seller offers a menu of information products 
Damaged products = partially informative

Systematic distortions:
• Buyer incurs one type of statistical error only
• Lending example: no good borrowers are turned down



Optimal Menu—Ads & Data
The Price of Advice (Eso and Szentes, 2007)

Suppose the buyer’s advertising decision is contractible:

• Provide fully informative data

• Charge for the data only upon investment (CPM model)

• Price of data distorts advertising decisions downward

• As if data seller controls price of ads too (e.g., Google)



Data Brokers’ Sources 
(FTC 2014 report)

Krux Link Index



Buying and Selling Data
Data acquired repeatedly from multiple sources

Equilibrium price of information:
• Incremental continuation value in a dynamic setting
• Depends on existing information, correlation structure

Requires: 
• Flexible model for combining data sources
• Predictions for equilibrium market structure



Welfare Implications

(In)efficient equilibrium allocation of information:
• market power (upstream or downstream)
• externalities (multiple uses of information)

Which uses of personal data harm consumers?
Which ones occur in equilibrium?

Privacy constrains equilibrium information revelation
(Lots of recent work!)



Takeaways

Information as a complex intermediate good
Demand heterogeneity  profitable versioning

No traditional supply chain
Dynamic multilateral trading of incremental information
No homogeneous asset market

Regulatory challenges with complex externalities 
• e.g., parts suppliers’ access to car data
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